PANEL SENIOR TECHNICIAN

Cost:
£465.00 + VAT
Duration:
1 ½ Days

Overview:
IMI Accreditation / Reaccreditation (ATA)
AOM009 is a pre-requisite of this course
Who is the Panel route for?
The IMI Accreditation Panel route is intended for technicians whose job role involves the repair of vehicles typically
involved in accidents or similar incident circumstances.
The Senior Technician should be working in the accident repair sector of the industry and have at least three years’
experience to ensure they are familiar with the skills, knowledge and techniques required to repair & replace body
components, including returning vehicle alignment to manufacturer specification and rectifying bodyshell faults.
Please note this accreditation includes the AOM030 Welded panel section MAG/MIG/Braze/Bond/Rivet.

IMI Accreditation Senior Panel Technician Full Route
Requires re-accreditation every 3 years
1 ½ Days – Familiarisation £465.00 + VAT (Optional)
3 Days-Assessment £1130 + VAT
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Assessments:
Course content includes assessments on the following Modules:
Completion of On-Line Assessment
Carry out Cosmetic Panel Alignment.
Complex MET: To remove/replace/refit components to the original specification.
Panel Damage (Rectification).
Welded Panel/Section MAG/MIG Braze/Bond/Rivet.
Rectify body shell misalignment (setup, measure, adjust).
Repair of a cosmetic Aluminium Panel.
Complete a Cold filler repair.

Who is it for?
The IMI Accreditation Panel route is intended for technicians whose job role involves the repair of vehicles
typically involved in accidents or similar incident circumstances.
The Senior Technician should be working in the accident repair sector of the industry and have at least
three years’ experience to ensure they are familiar with the skills, knowledge and techniques required to
repair & replace body components, including returning vehicle alignment to manufacturer specification and
rectifying bodyshell faults.

Any other useful Information:
IMI Accreditation Senior Panel Technician Re-accreditation
1 Day – Familiarisation £310 + VAT (Optional)
1 Day -Assessment £405 + VAT
Course content includes assessments on the following Modules:
Completion of On-Line Assessment
Complex MET: To remove/replace/refit components to the original specification.
Welded Panel/Section MAG/MIG Braze/Bond/Rivet.
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